Attitudes toward research participation and investigator conflicts of interest among advanced cancer patients participating in early phase clinical trials.
Although both financial and intrinsic conflicts of interest can exist throughout the drug development process, little is known about how advanced cancer patients enrolled onto early phase clinical trials perceive investigator conflicts of interests. We interviewed 102 advanced cancer patients enrolled onto phase I clinical trials using a standardized survey that addressed multiple issues related to conflicts of interest and research participation. Fifty-five percent of patients would not be concerned if physicians involved in running a clinical trial had financial conflicts of interest, whereas 65% of patients would be concerned if physicians involved in running a trial had intrinsic conflicts of interest. Most patients reported that potential conflicts of interest should be disclosed to patients on research trials (52% for financial conflicts of interest and 61% for more intrinsic conflicts of interest). Most patients would be willing to participate in trials after learning conflict of interest information (63%). Younger patients expressed more concern regarding financial conflict of interest than older patients (odds ratio, 6.22; 95% CI, 1.41 to 27.24). Patients with advanced cancer are equally, if not more, concerned about traditional intrinsic conflicts of interest as compared with financial conflicts of interest. Patients generally believed that conflict of interest information should be disclosed to research participants. The fact that younger patients expressed more concern about financial conflicts of interest may have the potential to influence clinical trial participation rates. The actual impact of conflict of interest disclosure to research subjects needs to be evaluated more carefully.